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Abstract: Institutions of higher education play a fundamental role in the effort to reach sustainability;
there are different ways to achieve it. The objective of this work carried out in 2017 was to design,
implement and evaluate a course-workshop that will provide teachers of the Bachelor’s Degree
in Accounting and Administration at the Autonomous University of Guerrero (UAGro) tools to
incorporate the environmental axis into their learning unit programs, in the context of environmental
education. It was a study with a qualitative and transversal approach, based on constructivism
and transversality. It was structured with its foundation in institutional documents. The design
and selection of the themes was carried out in conjunction with a team of experts. Twenty-four
teachers participated. The initial and final evaluation was carried out through guiding questions and
surveys; the initial result showed an economistic vision of the environment, as well as ignorance about
strategies to incorporate the environment as one of the dimensions of sustainability; this contrasts with
the final evaluation, in which knowledge and willingness to incorporate the environment into their
respective learning unit programs was observed, as well as satisfaction with the course-workshop that
had developed. It is concluded that it is necessary to strengthen the processes of teacher training and
give continuity to them for the incorporation of the environment as a contribution to sustainability.

Keywords: sustainability; higher education; sustainability

1. Introduction

1.1. The Environmental Problem

The concern for the environmental condition has always existed, but it was strengthened in the
twilight of the sixties and early seventies. International organizations focused their attention on this
problem (pollution, deforestation and the greenhouse effect, among others); this is the case of the
Club of Rome, which in 1968 made recommendations to face it. This highlights a first approach to
combine environmental and educational themes in order to generate awareness and modify patterns
of behavior [1]. In 1972 in Stockholm, Sweden, the birth of Environmental Education (EE) was formally
considered, since the education system was given responsibility for the formation and generation of
knowledge to generate environmental awareness. Two subsequent events reinforced this proposal,
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in 1973, the creation of the International Program of Environmental Education, and in 1977, in Tbilisi,
Georgia, the Intergovernmental Conference on Environmental Education [2].

There was significant progress with the presentation of the Action Plan for Sustainable
Development in Higher Education Institutions [3], which pointed out the urgent need to incorporate
environmental content in all academic programs, in order to contribute to the generation of a culture of
sustainability and the construction of a minimum knowledge base in that field. The final Declaration
of the World Conference on Higher Education [4] established that, for the training of ethical citizens,
promoters of critical thinking and active citizenship that will contribute to sustainability, peace and
social well-being, universities should provide solid competences to their graduates.

These competences are integral actions to identify, interpret, argue and solve problems; they can
be academic, work and professional and should be oriented to meaningful learning, taking into account
the context; and they are the result of an integration process and should be associated with execution
criteria [5,6].

In order to develop these competences and influence environmental training for sustainability,
it is necessary to generate changes, which focus on the need to address emerging issues from the
curriculum, such as the environment, gender, poverty and justice, among others. Lingren et al. [7]
mention that, if university graduates do not contribute enough to sustainability, it is due to the lack of
awareness and disposition, which is the result of the lack of inclusion of these environmental contents
in study plans.

In 2015, the United Nations presented the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (SD),
in which it set out 17 objectives, the result of public consultations with government agencies and civil
associations. The number 4 corresponds to a quality education; in its goals it establishes that through
education for the sustainable development, it is guaranteed that the students obtain competences to
foment it; in addition, it declares the importance of training, particularly in countries of emerging
economies, to increase the number of qualified teaching staff [8].

1.2. Incorporation of the Environment and Sustainability in Higher Education

In the search for sustainability, in several countries work is being done so that higher education
institutions incorporate to their substantive functions aspects related to the environment as an
emerging social issue [9]. A study conducted in Malaysia reports the great challenges that this implies
which, among others, include a greater participation of governments, as well as non-governmental
organizations. The importance of university research as a generator of information for decision making
is highlighted [10]. A study carried out in Brazil, agrees that universities initiate their processes towards
sustainability with the strengthening of research, but without ceasing to attend to teaching [11].

Higher education institutions, and within them universities, are fundamental for society to
achieve sustainability [12]. It needs to be an example to follow; this is the case in those that work to
be considered as “sustainable universities”, a concept that defines educational institutions that with
micro and macro actions aim at mitigating the consequences that derive from the exercise of their
substantive functions [13].

Leal Filho [14] considers that few universities have been successful, especially due to the mishandling
of concepts, which limits their true use. An international survey, applied to 600 universities, found in the
answers that the subject is abstract and distant from reality. He argues that in order to substantially
improve the approach to sustainability, it is necessary to address formation and personnel training.

Attempts to integrate the environment into the subjects as part of sustainability are not new.
In Colombia, through a case study, their level of incorporation was evaluated in some higher education
institutions [15]. Another study also conducted in Colombia, focused on detecting strengths and
weaknesses, regarding its inclusion in architecture programs [16]. In Mexico, a methodological
proposal was made to diagnose environmental presence (at the axis level) in higher level educational
programs [17].
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In Spain, the University of Girona developed a Guide for the Adaptation to the European Higher
Education Area, with a focus on sustainability, considering that this concept, already present in
different areas, could not be alien to education [18]. In Honduras, a guide was prepared to incorporate
the environment, with emphasis on energy efficiency, taking the Business Engineering degree as a
pilot experience [19].

Similar studies analyze the pending tasks to achieve the full incorporation of the environment.
Among others, we can mention training strategies for teachers, as well as the promotion of research
processes [20]. Other proposals focus on the generation of conceptual change, institutional openness
or curricular flexibility [16,21], that is to say, with diverse strategies and particularities. However,
they all seek that the environmental issue be incorporated in the integral formation of the student.
Incorporating the environmental issue into the functions of higher education institutions, in their
administrative functions or in student training, with a focus on sustainability, requires various
strategies to clarify tasks to help achieve institutional purposes. In the case of incorporation into the
student’s training processes, transversality is presented as a good didactic strategy, since it allows the
disciplines to be connected with emerging themes such as the environment [22]. For Fuentes et al. [23]
it is a complement to the disciplinary teaching, since it is transversal. It represents a possibility to
transform the current paradigm towards a more globalizing one [24].

Transversality develops emerging social themes through axes, incorporated in curricular areas;
they integrate being, doing, knowing and living together, and operate in an interdisciplinary and
interdisciplinary way [25]. The transverse axis environment stands out, referring to the study of
the interrelation of air, water, soil and ecosystems, in a SD framework [17]. In sum, we can say
that transversality is a strategy consistent with the characteristics and purposes of environmental
mainstreaming [19,26–28].

For Gavidia [29] a strategy to achieve transversality is through the construction of “spaces”,
referring to the execution of subjects or short-term studies, to allow the coexistence of the discipline
with the approach of a topic.

Clavijo [30] states that in the 21st century there is a significant change in the way students
assume the search for knowledge, and notes that the educational process is more complex and
dynamic. The university teacher faces in the classroom the consequences of a changing world, product of
globalization, technology and communications which, today more than ever, must dominate the didactics
of each profession, understood as the special approach for each discipline. This depends directly on two
fields of knowledge: the sciences of education and an area of knowledge or discipline [31].

It is necessary that the teacher knows how to plan, organize, manage and implement innovative
and creative processes that generate in the student the desire to be part of it [32]. For this reason,
the construction of a subject plan becomes more relevant; realizing it involves, among other things:
(a) knowing in depth the history and epistemology of the theories and concepts to be taught; (b) know
how to sequence objectives and contents of the curriculum, disciplines, generic and cross-cutting as the
environment; (c) taking into account the interests, ideas and daily arguments of the students in what is
to be developed, as well as the main difficulties and obstacles; (d) applying teaching strategies such as
transversality that help in the learning process; (e) preparing suitable materials for the implementation
of the sequence; (f) knowing how to manage or direct the implementation of the competence or didactic
sequence; and (g) continuously evaluating the teaching–learning process [31].

1.3. Research Context

The Autonomous University of Guerrero (UAGro) is the main educational institution in the state
of Guerrero and has an enrollment of 89,300 students. The city of Acapulco concentrates 28.5% of this
population [33]. Its Educational Model [34] is based on the constructivist approach, and has among
its guiding axes sustainability. It raises the importance of addressing various cross-cutting issues in
the classroom, including the environment. Moreno [31] shares a proposal in accordance with that of
the institution.
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One of the institutional documents of the UAGro is the learning unit program [35], which integrates
the curricular elements of the study plan that must be implemented in the student learning process.
It consists of eight elements: (1) identification; locates the learning unit program in the curricular
context: educational program; area of knowledge; modality (face-to-face, blended or distance learning);
training stage (institutional, professional or integration and linking); learning unit program–background,
recommended prerequisites; credits; and number of hours; (2) contribution to the graduation profile;
(3) competence, disaggregated in knowledge, skills and attitudes; (4) pedagogical-didactic orientations;
(5) synthesis of the didactic sequences that make up the program; (6) learning resources; (7) profile and
teaching competences; and (8) evaluation criteria for teaching competences.

Undoubtedly, literature on competencies, education and the environment, as well as on
sustainability, is very vast. Multiple theorists analyze profusely what is understood by these
educational topics, as well as the so-called “emerging social” themes. In the same way, the theorists
take the time to explain why it should be included in the curriculum. However, what they have written
about how it can and should be done is very limited. This proposal presents an implementation
strategy, which not only breaks it down in the Bachelor’s Degree, but goes further and with the
participation of a group of higher education teachers. It is able to raise it in a specific and objective
way in the program of learning unit program, according to the institutional regulations of the UAGro.

For this research, the Bachelor’s Degree in Accounting and Administration of the UAGro was
contemplated, since its curriculum was in the process of being updated, it was one of the three
educational programs with the highest enrollment at the state level (2000) and the teachers showed
willingness to participate in the research process.

The objective of this work was to design a learning unit program through teacher training,
incorporating the environment axis, through the transversality strategy.

The research has a qualitative approach [36]. It was transversal and based on socio-constructivism.

2. Materials and Methods

A diagnosis of training needs was first undertaken to know the topics that were of interest to
teachers, resulting in three: environment, transversality and teaching skills. Then, together with a team
of experts, the course-workshop called: Incorporation of the environment, was designed through the
strategy of mainstreaming. It was structured with a foundation in the design of learning unit programs
and in the process of Design, Evaluation and Updating of Bachelor’s Study Plans [35] and lasted 18 h.
The implementation was made in 2017, in Bachelor´s Degree in Accounting, the Faculty of Accounting
and Administration of the UAGro. For the development of the course-workshop, a competence was
proposed: to incorporate orientations of the environmental axis in its learning unit (LU) program,
through the strategy of transversality, to strengthen the integral formation of the student, based on
collaborative work.

• Knowledge. To understand EE conceptually; to know the strategies for the incorporation of
transversal axes; to identify elements of the environmental axis that can be incorporated into the
LU program.

• Skills. To identify the basic concepts of EE; to use didactic strategies for transversality in their
learning unit program; to incorporate elements of the environment axis into the LU program.

• Attitudes and Values. To promote collaborative work.

The first part was introductory and included sessions one and two; the objective was for teachers
to understand EE and to know the strategies for their incorporation through transversal axes. For this,
12 h were allocated. The second part was carried out in session three and consisted in putting learning
into practice; the teachers were invited to identify those elements of the environmental axis that were
feasible to be incorporated in their learning unit program. This phase lasted 6 h. As a final product,
the participants were asked to elaborate the LU program, with orientations for the incorporation of the
environment axis, through the strategy of transversality.
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To measure the knowledge, skills and attitudes acquired, as well as the degree of satisfaction of
teachers with the development of the course-workshop, three instruments were applied; the first was
used to assess the teaching learning at the beginning of the training process, through guiding questions:

1. What is sustainability?
2. What is the strategy of transversality?
3. How can the emerging social issues be addressed?
4. How does transversality contribute to the integral formation of the student?
5. What is your opinion about your educational program and subject plan?
6. What do you think about the fact that all teachers must join the Curriculum Design Committee?

The second instrument was built according to the proposals of UAGro, Chile´s Ministry of
Education, Yus and Molina [34,37–39], and consisted of a survey that assessed the learning achieved
by the participants at the end of the course-workshop. Fifteen items were structured, with a nominal
scale of measurement (yes, no, do not know) around the topics of the course-workshop:

2.1. Environmental Education for Sustainability

1. The environment is a system formed by natural and artificial elements, interrelated and modified
by human action.

2. Environmental impact is the alteration of the environment caused, directly or indirectly, by a
project or activity in a certain area.

3. Environmental education is a permanent interdisciplinary process aimed at the formation of a
citizenship that recognizes values, clarifies concepts and develops the skills and attitudes necessary
for a harmonious coexistence between human beings, culture and biophysical environment.

4. Sustainable development (SD) is the process of sustained and equitable improvement of people’s
quality of life, through appropriate measures of conservation and protection of the environment,
so as not to compromise the expectations of future generations.

5. Addressing environmental deterioration and contributing to the preservation of resources must
be a shared responsibility.

2.2. Transversality Strategy

6. The transversality is a strategy to understand and addressing emerging issues of social relevance,
contributing to the comprehensive training of students, with the development of skills to analyze,
criticize and improve the reality of their context.

7. Emerging and socially relevant issues such as the environment are not disciplinary and are
established through axes that cross the curriculum of a study plan.

8. Transversal axes imply an approach to daily life and contextualize the contents through
real situations.

9. The environmental axis must be incorporated into all categories of the population, including
socio-professional, scientific and technical, having its disciplines and activities relationship and
impact on the environment.

10. Mainstreaming is a process of inclusion of an axis that crosses the entire study plan.

2.3. Teaching Competences

11. The humanistic formation is centered in the person, it is integral, propositive, pertinent
and contextualized.

12. Generic competences are those that all professionals must develop to understand their
environment and try to transform it.

13. The specific competences are those that are applied in the performance corresponding to the
professional profile and exercise of each discipline.
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14. The writing of a competence should take into account the following aspects: the verb of
performance, the object of knowledge, the condition of quality, the purpose, the context and the
value to acquire.

15. The education offered by the UAGro is training based on social constructivism, committed to the
environment with SD, and is guided by its responsibility towards society.

The third instrument was a survey to assess the degree of satisfaction with the course-workshop,
using a measurement scale: satisfied, slightly satisfied and not satisfied. The aspects to be evaluated
were structured based on five components: planning, activities developed, execution, facilitator
performance and general evaluation.

The administrative authorities of the Faculty of Accounting and Administration invited the
60 teachers of the educational program staff to the course-workshop; 24 participated voluntarily.
To develop the activities planned, five work teams were integrated.

In order to prepare the learning unit program, the UAGro institutional format was used so that
teachers would identify the competences to be developed. The final product was the elaboration of its
LU program that is presented as an example in the Section 3.

3. Results

The results of the evaluations made to the teachers during the implementation of the
course-workshop are detailed below.

3.1. Assessment of Teaching Knowledge at the Beginning of the Course-Workshop

The evaluation applied at the beginning of the course-workshop allowed participants to
understand the perception that they had with respect to sustainability. There were those who had
an economistic vision when considering it as “economic profit of the companies”; others who were
more conservationist saw it as “an awareness of the future of society.” Regarding SD, in general it
was conceptualized as an improvement, equitable with the quality of life of the people and generator
of appropriate measures for the conservation and protection of the environment; it seeks not to
compromise the future of the next generations. They concluded that there are emerging issues of social
relevance that cannot be considered as disciplinary, and that their correct approach contributes in the
formation of competencies for the analysis and improvement of their reality, as well as in the integral
formation of the student.

Likewise, they recognized transversality as a didactic strategy, an integral approach, and a way of
approaching and identifying aspects that permeates the context and affects the student’s education.
They considered that, from the stage of institutional formation, during or at the end of each LU,
issues on the importance of the environment should be incorporated, as well as be considered in
the development of socio-professional, scientific and technical competences at all educational levels,
especially the higher level.

In the program and the DS as class instruments, it was found that most of the competences are not
oriented to each LU; they have repetitive content or there are programs without respective sequences.
This was due to the fact that there are teachers who do not attend the courses or participate in their
respective curricular design committees. It is necessary to design strategies so that all are incorporated.

3.2. Learning Evaluation

About the EE, the teachers agreed to consider it as “a process of interdisciplinary nature,
permanent and aimed at the formation of a citizenship with values, which develops knowledge,
skills and attitudes for a healthy coexistence between people, culture and biophysical environment”.

In the analysis of the educational program, they agreed that education offered by UAGro is based
on social constructivism, committed to the SD and guided by its responsibility towards society. It is
humanistic, centered on the person and on learning, integral, purposeful, pertinent and contextualized.
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3.3. Evaluation of the Degree of Satisfaction of the Course-Workshop

At the end of the course-workshop, a survey was applied to assess the degree of teacher
satisfaction with the following areas: planning, activities developed, execution, facilitator performance
and knowledge evaluation. The teachers showed total satisfaction with each of the stages of the
updating process.

3.4. Environmental Mainstreaming

With the learning obtained in the training, and with the necessary orientations, teachers designed
a learning unit program with the incorporation of the environmental axis through the transversality
strategy, according to the elements of the UAGro institutional format. As an example, a program for
the subject of Marketing III is presented (Tables 1 and 2 and Figure 1).

• Learning resources: textbooks and articles from specialized journals in marketing.
• Profile and teaching competences: bachelor’s degree in administration, master’s degree and/or

specialty in marketing; and constant updating of courses and diplomas. Professional and teaching
experience, minimum of three years. This adapts to the teaching competences required by
the institution.

• Criteria for evaluating teaching competencies: these adapt to the processes of institutional evaluation.

Table 1. Environmental transversality: marketing program III.

Identification Contribution to the Graduation Profile

Learning unit:
Marketing III
Bachelor Program in
Accounting and
Administration
Specific professional
training stage
6 credits
96 h
Face-to-face modality

Learning units
backgrounds: Marketing
I and Marketing II

Recommended prerequisite
skills: text comprehension,
collaborative work,
leadership, ICT proficiency,
English comprehension.

This learning unit contributes to generating
a commitment to society and its
environment, applying the strategies and
current trends in marketing.

Table 2. Synthesis of the didactic sequences that make up the marketing III program.

Competence’s Element Sessions Hours with the
Facilitator

Independent
Hours

Total
Hours

To use technological tools to graphically describe the
evolution of marketing. 4 16 4 20

To analyze critically with reference to prior
knowledge of marketing strategies 4 16 4 20

To create social marketing campaigns applied to
their local environment with social responsibility
and respect for the environment, with the purpose of
addressing some of the current social problems.

8 32 24 56

Total 16 64 32 96

According to the didactic and pedagogical orientations of the UAGro, the next step for the
teachers who elaborated this LU program is to build their class plan, where they integrate didactic
strategies to develop the competence and where the mainstreaming of the environment is reflected,
as a contribution to sustainability.
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4. Discussion

The results obtained for the incorporation of the environment in higher education allow us to
propose three ideas that guide the discussion:

4.1. Conceptualization of Environmental Education, Sustainability and Transversality

Previous knowledge of the teaching staff was varied. The conception of EE integrates physical,
social and cultural elements, with a focus on competency-based education. Sustainability is a term
with more complexity. The economist vision is justified by his business training; in the case of
conservationist responses, they agree that it is about the use of natural resources; it is striking that
they do not consider the environmental, social and economic dimensions in an integrated manner.
This heterogeneity of thought is not exclusive to UAGro in Mexico; Bullock and Hitzhusen [40] used
participatory development methods to explore the successes and challenges of sustainability in the state
of Ohio, in the United States of America and interviewed 20 university leaders to produce concepts
of sustainability. They discovered that it is a complex word and that it is difficult to reach a general
definition. The authors suggest strengthening the essential concepts of sustainability. Sometimes there
is not only a diversity of answers, but an erroneous management that becomes a limitation for the
growth of universities [14].

On the strategy of transversality, UAGro teachers did not doubt its usefulness for the training
of students. They also identified areas of opportunity to incorporate environmental issues in a
transversal way in their learning unit program. At the end of the training, an apprenticeship in
the subject was obtained. They refer to transversality as a process that crosses the curriculum to
include non-disciplinary topics of social relevance; this idea is in accordance with the approach
of [22]. The foregoing is indicative that the processes of teacher training must be continuous to
advance education for sustainability. On the above, Bertschy, Künzli and Lehmann [41] presented in
Switzerland two models for their implementation in teacher training and education for sustainable
development. They refer to the fact that a teacher needs disciplinary and pedagogical knowledge for
the implementation of the SD; however, the structure does not allow it, which is why interdisciplinarity
is necessary. As can be noted, Moreno [31] is in tune with this idea, raises the need for a specific
didactic and disciplinary knowledge.
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Hassanpour, Alpar and Ghaderi [42] developed a case study in Turkey to incorporate sustainability
into architectural education. They analyzed descriptions of the courses, the teaching methods and the
perceptions of teachers and students about the incorporation of sustainability. They found that adding
a course to compensate for the lack of sustainability “is controversial” and goes against the curricular
genesis. They affirm that courses must have environmental, social, economic and cultural themes.
Its incorporation should be gradual: sensitize in the first year, advance in understanding between
the second and third year and end with the development of the competition. Sustainability must be
integrated horizontally and vertically.

4.2. Teacher Awareness

In the research progress was made in teacher sensitization and awareness; at the end of the
training, there was not only a disciplinary and pedagogical apprenticeship, but a change of attitude,
favorable to incorporating environmental issues into the curriculum, which allows progress towards
sustainability. A similar result was obtained by Hamiti and Wydler [43] who developed a research
to discuss sustainability in the educational programs at the University of Applied Sciences in Zurich.
They managed to reduce resistance and sensitize teachers and students. In 2010, this university
was recognized for contributing to the “United Nations World Decade for Education for Sustainable
Development in Switzerland”. The administration of the school has valued the importance of the
activity and has encouraged the working group to continue with the awareness process, especially
those teachers who still work marginally on sustainability. This successful experience could be
replicated in the UAGro.

4.3. Didactic Proposal Derived from Training

There are different ways to incorporate the environment in higher education. In this case,
some teachers were able to build a LU program, which Moreno [31] calls applying strategies in
the learning process and managing the implementation of a competition. In an experience in
Barcelona, Spain, Albareda-Tiana, Vidal-Raméntol, Pujol-Valls and Fernández-Morilla [44] documented
project-oriented learning and an interdisciplinary workshop on sustainable foods, for the development
of competencies involving 23 students in pre-service teacher training. They concluded that it is an
“excellent methodology” focused on the student that allows for their empowerment and mobilization
in the implementation of the objectives for the SD in the university. In the literature mentioned above,
there are other experiences that range from a conceptual understanding to the incorporation of a
subject or teacher training [16,20,21]. It remains to give continuity to the process of teacher education
and training, as well as to explore new ways to incorporate the environment into the higher education,
aimed at achieving sustainability.

5. Conclusions

The design and implementation of the course-workshop achieved the task of reinforcing
teaching competencies by articulating environmental issues with methodological strategies for their
incorporation, such as curricular design and transversality strategy.

Volunteer participants in the teachers’ workshop course showed interest in participating in
training and updating processes, as well as a commitment to the profession and to their students.

The initial and final evaluations served to verify that the competence of the course-workshop was
relevant, contributed to the increase of their knowledge, the development of their skills, and awareness
in relation to environmental transversality.

In the subjects related to the environment, it is very important to consider what or how to
incorporate them from the curricular design, but it is also convenient to close the process by defining
how to achieve it, to arrive at concrete and evaluable results that lead to the strengthening of a
comprehensive education of the student.
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